EXCLUSIVE

EXPERIENCES

1.VISIT TO RIOFRIO
Guided visit to Trout and Sturgeon Farms.

Visit to the fish farms.
Approximate duration one and a half
hours.
We visit the tanks which simulate the
river and we are told about the care,
food and history of the specimens of
Trout and Sturgeon.

CAVIAR TASTING
The tasting will take place under old walnut trees opposite the
Sturgeon tanks with a laden table....
It includes: - Guided visit by experts in the field to the Sturgeon
tanks - Tasting of approximately 15 g of Organic Caviar, 15 g of
Traditional Caviar and 15 g of Russian Style Caviar per person. The
tasting will be overseen by a connaisseur. - Drink Taittinger
Champagne. - A sample gift of Payusnaya. Total time (approximate):
between one and a half and two hours.
.

Special Experiences, Soul and Essence

General information.
Essence Experience: Maximum of 8
persons per group. It includes all that is
in the Caviar Tasting as well as : - Entry
into the tanks with waders, including the
“tickling” of the animal. - Manual
selection of a female. - Ultrasound of the
female sturgeon. The handling of the
animals, the selection of the female and the ultrasound of the latter will be carried
out under the supervision and assessment of technical experts.

Soul Experience: G Maximum group size 4 persons.

It includes all that is offered in the
Essence Experience as well as: Elaboration by the visitor of caviar
from the female selected; all under
the supervision of our experts. (A
minimum quantity of caviar is
guaranteed so in the case of the fish
not having this minimum the
difference will be made up with
organic caviar. In the event that the female has a quantity of caviar greater than
this minimum, the client will have to pay the difference). - Caviar with a label
certifying that the caviar has been elaborated by the client. The client may
consume the caviar on the premises, or take it away with them or have it sent to a
destination, as long as it is permitted to send caviar to this country. In this case, it
is the client who must pay the postage charges. - It also includes a themed meal,
based on local starters and sturgeon shashlik, accompanied by the corresponding
drinks. Dessert with vodka and caviar dice.
It is also possible for the client to design their own menu.

2.ARAB BATHS
We are water and the
sensations that flow throughout
our lives. We are the cycles of
emotions that imbue us with
moments that intensely mark
each stage of our lives. We are
laughter and calm, wisdom and
renovation, strength and
sensitivity, love and confidence,
beauty, time and magic. We are creativity and happiness. We are the Culture of
Water.
Our almanac is composed of twelve cycles that run parallel to the months of the
year. At full moon in each of our baths we celebrate a party which has at its centre
the essence of which we are made, which we have and which we need.
We are also a culture of hospitality and we invite poets and writers to collaborate
with our almanac by lending their sensibilities to light up each cycle with their
words and creativity.
Enter our almanac as we cross over the threshold of the Hamman ; slowly, in
silence, ready to allow ourselves to be led by our sensations, to let our emotions
flow.

Discover the Hammam Experience at our Andalusian Arab Baths,
where you will be able to enjoy the Water Journey, massages, rituals
and experiences that will let your emotions flow.

MIMMA
The Water Journey and our exclusive
massages using the essential oils which
are the aroma of the Hammam.

MIDRA
The combination of a Water Journey
together with a relaxing massage and a
full ritual with purification by natural
foam on a hot stone bed.
RENAZ
Let yourself float in the air and in the
shadows, listen to yourself, and breathe
in deeply your dreams and your
essence. Sleep in the smooth belly of the
water, and through its language become
reborn more alert and soaring.
AKWALM
Lose yourself in the empty silence of the rocking, murmuring, weightless liquid, to
where time neither thinks nor passes. Feel the stealthy breeze of darkness, and how
it caresses your inner happiness.
AMAWA
Water is also a fruit which intoxicates wit aromas, textures, caresses and joy; your
skin held in its temperatures and its hands. The delights of a pleasure from which
one emerges conditioned and beautiful.

3.EQUESTRIAN SHOW

The Equestrian
School offers us an
unusual show
based on rhythm
and discipline,
music and beauty:
”Rhythm on
Horseback”.
An authentic
equestrian ballet,
its choreography is
based on
movements
derived from both
Classical and
Country Dressage, together with Spanish music and costumes of old
Andalusia. The director of the show, José Carlos González Guerrero,
and principal horseman has won many important riding accolades
during his career, such as Champion of Spain in 2009 and Gold Medal on
many occasions in the Spanish Horse Show Sicab (one of the most
challenging equestrian events in the riding world). The show lasts
approximately one and a half hours, during which we can enjoy 20
different horses, all trained by their riders, who show off their skills and
training and perform the most perfect dressage in different styles and
movements over a variety of different performances:
Magic Equestrian
A magical rapport between horse and rider where different High School
movements are performed, such as the Spanish walk, the piaffe and
levade.
Fantasy Fair
This is a spectacular parade of perfectly synchronized horses during
which skilled horsemen in Andalusian attire accompanied by women
sitting sidesaddle and dressed in beautiful flamenco dresses show us
their paces. This lovely carousel of horses and riders transports us to the
vibrancy and colours of the popular festivals of Andalusia.

4.DISCOVER THE MEDITERRANEAN PASTURELAND “THE
DEHESA”

AN AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCE OF EVERYDAY LIFE IN THE ANDALUSIAN DEHESA.
We offer visitors the unique opportunity to visit the habitat of the bull in the
heart of the “Dehesa”, the Andalusian grazing land, where they are given
the chance to experience at first hand how these animals are bred from
birth, as well as observing the wild flora and fauna in the beautiful Serrania
of Ronda.
For those more interested, we also offer the chance to become better
acquainted with the world of bullfighting at the hands of the bullfighter and
breeder, Rafael Tejeda, owner of the farm.
ACCESSIBILITY AND INSTALLATIONS
The installations are specifically designed for visits through the herds,
whether you are an independent traveller or a group with your own
transport, including 55-seater coaches.
We have the necessary facilities to offer lunches, tapas (appetisers),
company events, team building events, celebrations, etc.
The finca is approximately 200 hectares and is close to the A-367 road and
5 km away from Ronda.
Installations:
Heliport
A main salon of 350 m2
A salon for private meetings
More than 500 m2 of terraced area
Picnic areas

A practice bullring

DURATION
There are many types of visits available, and all of them may be adapted to
the group’s needs and either made longer or shorter depending on the time
available. The same is true for private events.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
For the traveller arriving at the Costa Del Sol Reservatauro Ronda is the only
possibility to see the Bravo Bull living freely in its natural habitat, the Dehesa
grazing land. This new vision so far removed from the usual stereotypes and
prejudices makes this destination unique.
TYPES OF ACTIVITIES IN THE DEHESA:
-

Standard visit 60/90 minutes
Special visit 90/120 minutes
Visit + lunch, appetisers , breakfast, afternoon snacks, etc
Outdoor activities which make the most of the natural surroundings,
such as:
Building bird nests
Building of Majanos,
traditional agricultural stone
mounds

Clearing of the land
Making of sangria
Wine tastings
Bullfighting classes
Jeep tours

-

Amateur bullfights with young bulls
A professional bullfighter will demonstrate his skills with a young bull
to prove his bravery. In the Practice Bullring the visitors are given the
opportunity, should they request it, to take part and experience at
firsthand the emotions felt by the bullfighter when he stands in front of
the Bravo bull, and to put into practice what they have been taught.
Without doubt an incredible experience.

5. THE ANDALUSIAN PETRA.
There is a place steeped in history , where time stands still and man can
once again renew his ancestral links with the land.

Located on a hill popularly
known as The Quarries, the
building rises up like a golden
crown in an area rich in the
history and memories of a
people who date back to the
era of the Turdetans and
subsequently through the
lineage of the Romans, Arabs
and through to the Duke of
Osuna.
In more recent times, “this quarry, El Coto, provided work and food for
various families of the stone workers who extracted the white volcanic
stone which gives shape to the houses and monuments of the village.

Some of them even lost their lives to their work”.

"
Hacking their way through the rock with pickaxes, El Coto slowly took
form. The toughness of the outer layer of rock was such that the tools
used would just break and the workers were forced to continue the
excavations from beneath it. This layer today is the roof.

The El Coto quarry has been disused
since the late 1960s when the business
went into a decline, and this vast
construction was used for storage
space and even a granary.

El Coto Las Canteras quarry boasts more than 4 000 m2 of gardens in
which a wide variety of native plants may be found. It is a space full of
spectacular corners, ideal for holding concerts, civil weddings, cultural
events, open air receptions , así como un espacio de apoyo en
producciones: ubicación de unidades móviles de televisión, carpas
auxiliares, vestuarios y hoteles móviles. It is also ideally suited for filming,

and the setting up of mobile television units, additional marquees,
changing rooms and mobile accommodation.
In the grounds we can also see different sculptures and carvings of great
magnitude and intricacy, which together with the grandeur of the
facade of El Coto, render this a place of matchless beauty.

BANQUET FUNCTION ROOMS:
El Coto Las Canteras offers an incredible and versatile space for each
event, with a height of up to 25 metres in places. It has a natural climate
which provides a constant temperature of 22 C with perfect acoustics
and a capacity for 600 guests, 800 seats for recitals and conventions,
and can hold up to 1 400 people for events.

6.CAMINITO DEL REY
Nature Reserve
The Desfiladero de los Gaitanes Gorge is a natural beauty spot, located
in the centre of Malaga province, between the towns of Alora,
Antequera and Ardales. This is one of the most spectacular scenery of
the Malaga Mountains. The river Guadalorce flows between its steep and
rather high walls, after having passed through the reservoirs of El Chorro,
Guadalorce, Guadalteba and Gaitanejo.
The Gaitanes Gorge is a canyon carved by the river Guadalorce in the
municipality of Alora which at some points is only 10 metres wide and
700 metres deep. The northern access to it is via the Guadalorce
reservoirs and the southern is via El Chorro reservoir.

The Caminito Del Rey is a route
which allows you to cross through
the heart of the two gorges of the
Desfiladero de los Gaitanes on
hanging walkways perched from
the rock face, at a height of 100
metres above the ground,
enabling you to discover hidden
landscapes and to experience
sensations of heights until now only
accessible to the most
experienced climber.
At the beginning of the twentieth
century with the industrialisation of
Malaga, there was a plan to make
the most of the difference in height
between the beginning and end of
the gorges of some 90 metres to
produce electricity. A walkway
precariously perched on the rock
was a means of accessing the
canal for maintenance work, an
essential part of the engineering
works. The walkway was known as
the Little Balconies of the Gaitanes
in view of the small balconies that
still exist along the upper section.
In 1953, the walkway changed its name
to Caminito del Rey, the King’s Little
Pathway, in memory of King Alfonso
XIII’s visit to the El Chorro Reservoir
in 1921.

“FREAKS OF NATURE”

7. NEREO BOATYARD
Nereo Boatyards are one of the oldest traditional boatyards of Spain
dedicated to the ancient craft of wooden boats. Nereo offers you all our
handicraft experience for you to make your dreams come true.

The historic buildings of the Nereo Boatyards house the Ethnographic
Ecomuseum of the Maritime Patrimony of Andalusia. We design, build

and repair, from the ancestral
Jabega Boat or traditional Sardinal
Mediterranean sailboat; to historic
replicas, such as the Bergantín Galveztown brig so decisive in the
independence of the United States, or the replica of the Phenicia which is
built every year as part of the museum programme.

"
The carpentry of the Seashore Shipyards has been inscribed in the
Catalogue of the Andalusian Historic Patrimony.
Ecomuseum in the Nereo Boatyards

An integral part of the museum is a series of informative panels dealing
with the maritime and ethnographic heritage of this local beach district,
as laid out in the protection of the activity by the Directorate General of
Cultural Sites of the Junta of Andalucia. In this way the Museum aims to
disseminate all the elements of the ethnographic culture of this area, as
outlined in the project set up by the Andalusian Federation for Culture
and Maritime and River Heritage; this includes the gastronomy of the
chiringito beach bars and the sardine “moragas”, a stew in earthenware
bowl cooked on the embers, the folklore of the existing Marengo choirs
and the so called “ Folksong for the Jabegotes”, and the traditional
fishing of the men who still make their living from this activity.
Workshops which can be held at the boatyard:
-

Trips in Jabega boats

-

Courses in the making of nets, sailors’ knots, model shipbuilding,
etc.

-

Visit + typical Malaga lunch, sardines on skewers cooked on open
fire

-

8.TOURISM WITH WINE.

"
WINE TOURISM
This tour begins in a wine yard and a Wine Cellar where an expert wine
producer will explain the processes and elaboration of the various
wines.
Later we will visit the great “Temple of Wine”, the well-known area of the
Barrels and to finish off, all the guests will have the opportunity to taste
the wines accompanied by appetisers, or a lunch if they wish.

Options in the wine yard:
-

Introduction to wine tasting

-

Celebration of events

-

Guided visits

-

Guided visits + lunch, appetisers, buffets, etc

-

Guided visits + lunch, appetisers, buffets + visit to local area

1

9. CARRATRACA THERMAL SPA.

MINERAL-MEDICINAL WATERS
UNIQUE LUXURY IN EUROPE

THERMAL SPA BATHS WITH HISTORY
The healing power of the Carratraca waters rich in sulphur, calcium and
magnesium of Carratraca has been recognised since the times of the
Romans. The great warriors would come to this village in the mountains of
Malaga to rest their soul and heal their wounds. However, the name was
given to this village on the slopes of Sierra Blanquilla by the Moors as it
was where they would clean themselves of impurities and heal their
bodies. The name Carratraca comes from the Arabic “Karr-al-krak”,
which means “cleansing of plagues”.
Legend has it
that it was the smuggler Juan “El Camisón” (the literal translation is “he
who wears the long gown”) who rediscovered the healing power of the
waters. His nickname describes him well; his body was raw and full of

festering sores, so the only thing he could wear was a fine long linen
gown. Juan “El Camisón” reaches this small town fleeing from justice and
he hides in the farmyard of a shepherd “El cortijo de las aguas
hediondas”(The farm of smelly water); day after day he watches how the
shepherd bathes the sheep that have dirty wool and blackened skin in
foul smelling water. “El Camisón” decides to do the same and he finds
that after bathing himself a few times, his skin that was formerly swollen
and ulcerous recovers its normal colour and smoothness.
Years later
These same waters where “El Camisón” cured his wounds became the
epicentre of the European Bourgoisie life, a place where millions of deals
where sealed whilst taking the waters; it was a place for kings, aristocrats
and noblemen to retreat to and relax.
In 1830 King Ferdinand VII
visited the thermal spas and
ordered the construction of
the “Prince’s Hostal”, the
present day Hotel
Villapadierna Thermas, so
that he might have
somewhere to stay while he
was taking the waters.
Twenty-five years later,
thanks to the Count of Teba,
father of Eugenia de Montijo
(wife of Napoleon III) and
Maria Francisca XV, Duchess
of Alba, donating land in
exchange for exclusive use
of one of the baths, this
exquisite Neoclassical spa
was built in sandstone and
marble. Today this building
still survives after an exhaustive renovation project and is connected to
the hotel by an underground passage.

Properties of Sulphurous Water:
NOTEWORTHY EFFECTS
Effect on the autonomic nervous system
(it reduces blood pressure).
Effect on the defense mechanisms (it
increases the production of anti-bodies
and has anti-inflammatory properties).
Antitoxic Effect (on different organic
and metal substances such as lead,
phosphorous, diphtheria toxin).
Effect on the Liver (it stimulates the activity of the hepatic stellate cells and it
has a detoxifying effect on the body).
Effect on the smooth muscle and on the digestive secretions.
Effect on the mucous membranes and mucus (it favors exfoliation, regeneration
of the epithelium and it favours expectoration).
Treatments:

Programmes:

-

Massages

- Stop Smoking

-

Hydrotherapies

- Thermal Health

-

Essential Body Treatments

- Slim & Detox

-

Specialised Treatments

-

Facial Treatments

-

Fitness y other disciplines

"
Thermas Hotel/ Medical wellness

ROOMS AND SUITES

The 5-star hotel is the result of an extensive renovation project on an
emblematic building which dates back to the nineteenth century when it was
built by King Fernando VII. This spectacular accommodation combines
luxurious and high quality features in a building which is steeped in history, with
exclusive views. You will delight in the unusual design features and luxurious
touches. The attention to detail and the personalised service will make your
stay an unforgettable experience.
It boasts a total of 43 rooms, 6 of which are luxury suites, all elegantly
decorated and stylish, with unique architectural details.

All stays include a health programme with a full-board healthy diet based on
organic haut cuisine.well-balanced and healthy recipes.

CLASSIC ROOM
LUXURY ROOM
JUNIOR SUITE

SUITE

All these Visits or Experiences may be adapted
to your individual needs and we also offer the
possibility to make the activity EXCLUSIVE to
your group.
We offer these services in the following languages. Please do not hesitate
to contact us should you require another language.
-

English

-

French

-

German

-

Italian

-

Finnish

-

Spanish

We have at our disposal a wide network of accommodation, ranging
from Rural Houses, Andalusian Country Properties, Hunting Lodges to
Luxury Villas and enchanting 4 and 5 star Hotels.

